This paper addresses the coverage area and lifetime related issues arise in the building structural monitoring system. The monitoring system consists of a large number of sensor nodes for collecting structural health information. Out of many topologies, the sparse topology was extensively used in sensor network applications. The lifetime of the wireless sensor network is a fundamental issue because it determines the whole system aliveness. The objective of this article is to investigate the network lifetime and compare the computational results of different kinds of topology construction protocols to find optimum lifetime protocol for extending the monitoring system lifetime. The proposed dense network is capable of turnoff unnecessary node and provides the maximum sensing region, which prolong the network lifetime with minimum cost compare to sparse. In the proposed approach, each sensor node dynamically adjust transmission rage with keeping maximum connectivity and minimum consumption. The result shows that the dense topology would be a good choice for monitoring building structural health damage.
Introduction
For more than a decade, wireless sensor systems have been growing in popularity in the research field. In recent years, structural health monitoring system (SHM) is an important area of the monitoring application that has received increasing research interest [1] . The field of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is an emerging area of research that is still under investigation. However, the problem of this emerging technology is the coverage area, or sensing area in structural health monitoring application [2] . Many studies of bridge structural health have been shown that the feasibility is the most important criteria in target applications. To measure the structural health response, usually three types of systems has been used: the sensor section, the communication section and the computing or analysing section. In wireless communication data systems, the whole system should be designed and analysed in properly; otherwise, the attenuation of the RF signal becomes worse. LOS (line-of-sight) is another vital factor of the communication system that affects the performance of WSN [3, 21] . When the structural dimensions become bigger, a huge amount of field information has been produced by the whole monitoring system. At that time, the whole monitoring system became difficult to maintain and control. With the need to monitor the building structural health, WSNs become more popular in these application areas. The health of the building structure needs to be continuously monitored using sensor place at various locations on the structure [4] . Due to technology advancement, various kinds of sensing devices has already been developed to measure structural health, such as ZigBee, Ultra Wideband (UWB), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and so on [5] . Chang and Hung [6] determine that, the 77.3% of Taiwanese building structures are made of reinforced concrete (RC), and the majority of these should be supervised after a certain period of time. To determine the structural deterioration, temperature and humidity are the two key factors. Precipitation or the water content in the concrete structure defines how much the corrosion occurs and how its activity changes. Real-time and continuous monitoring of building structural health is still challenging, when they attempt to compute the exact damage and make administrative decisions [7] . Among different kinds of wireless sensing devices, ZigBee provides the lowest power profile and most cost-effective system for various types of health monitoring applications in construction [8] . The lifetime of WSN network is gradually decreases due to some disturbance such as strong earthquakes, corrosion, heavy traffic, etc. Interest in WSN has been growing due to their low power and low cost profile. In damage detection mechanisms, there is no need to deploy the fixed wire connections in monitoring network [9] . For SHM, the monitoring 2 network should be efficient in terms of lossless data transmission and the longer lifetime to cover the large monitoring area of interest of the structure [10] . The problems of the SHM system do not completely satisfy by the existing WSN network. To address those issues, Wireless Intelligent Sensor and Actuator Network (WISAN) has been proposed as an alternative [11] . The goal of this work is to design and development of large area sparse and dense topology WSN and measure the lifetime of those networks using the Theory of Geometric Random Graph approach (TGRG). The lifetime related parameters of the dense and sparse topology sensor network monitoring system have studied to extend the monitoring system lifetime in building structural health. Four different performance metrics are considered to measure the lifetime of the dense and sparse topology monitoring network and those performance metrics are: number of active node, number of active nodes reachable from sink ,communication covered area, sensing coverage area. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes research background. Section 3 contains the dense and sparse topology sensor network simulation model. Section 4 describes the experimental test result of the dense and sparse topology sensor network. Section 5 provides the comparison result of the dense and sparse topology sensor network in terms of lifetime. Section 6 outlines the summary and conclusion of the experimental results for the proposed model.
WSNs are increasingly used for SHM. The structural health of the building needs to continuously monitor using sensors placed at various locations on the structure [4] . In recent years, SHM is an important area in continuous monitoring applications that has received increasing research interest [1] . Various studies have shown that the cost of a monitoring system for structural health associated with disasters are much lower compared with the economic losses by means of providing early precautions to avoid major calamities. Present methods of structural monitoring system are difficult to install and costly to maintain. Sensor installation costs may vary for small-scale structures $1000-$5000 per sensor and for large-scale structures $27000 per sensor [26] . Therefore, there is a need for a monitoring system that could automatically monitor a building's structural health. Topology construction protocol is a potential candidate that can reduces the topology of the sensor network nodes energy, saves node energy, and prolongs the network lifetime. In this study, the lifetime of the dense and sparse topology sensor network has been investigated in monitoring building structural health using Theory of Geometric Random Graphs approach. The practice of SHM suffers from large coverage area information with lifetime of the monitoring system. Research review has been shown that, the problem of monitoring system can be addressed by modifying the monitoring system using WSN technique. However, the challenge arise to select an optimum topology construction protocol to fulfil the current needs in the WSN monitoring network because every system has its own requirements. The goal of this study is to develop an improved WSN monitoring system.
Research Background
The use of sensing technology is steadily increasing in buildings structural health monitoring. Usually, nodes with sensors have been used to collect the sensor data. Sensor nodes transmit their own sensed signal to the respective base station. Traditionally, the data collection system that connects the sensor nodes to the base station is a wired system. Wire-based data collection systems have the greatest monitoring system longevity. However, the wire-based data collection system has been lost popularity due to the several reasons such as a higher installation cost for a small period of usage. Noticeably, the wireless sensor systems for collecting sensor data still better performance compared with wired systems [12] . Hazard taxation has been designed to determine the structural risk due to the natural phenomena such as seismic activity, mudslides, etc. In the case of SHM systems, many sensors have been placed on the grave location in the service region. The most common technique has been used to fix the dynamic factors is the way to count the earthquakes inside buildings under constant surveillance, but such systems are expensive. Recently, the electromagnetic field (EMF) based sensing mechanisms become another kind of technique for monitoring structural health. The major benefit of the EMF method its high precision compared with the typical accelerometers method. This measurement technique based on microwave radar and can be applied in all weather conditions, and has been established as a dominant system to measure the different kinds of structural acceleration [13] . Durable SHM systems have been demonstrated in different countries, but the real-time measurement still facing many challenges shown by the author [9, 23] . The lifetime of a SHM system is gradually decreases due to its several drawbacks such as strong earthquakes, corrosion, heavy traffic, etc. According to the American Society of Civil Engineering, more than 26% of bridges experience a drop in efficiency over time. However, the wire-based sensor system is more expensive and cannot be effectively used to monitor the large structures. WSNs allow a dense network to pinpoint the structural health problem based on fault tolerance.
Many researchers have been shown that various issues arise with WSNs among those Interference and noise becoming a vital concern for sensor network communication systems [14] . Setting up a health monitoring system for large-scale building structures, which require a large number of sensor nodes. The placement of these sensors is great significance for such distributed application of sensor node in the SHM system [15] . To cover the large geographical civil infrastructure, scalability of the WSN is the most important issue. Sensor 3 coverage area defines the complexity of the scalability to cover the whole service area. Topology construction protocols are used to cover the area of monitoring interest using topology construction protocol. Below Table 1 shows the features of topology construction protocol: Lifetime measure of dense and sparse topology sensor network in structural health monitoring 4 Scalability of the WSN provides the adjustment flexibility with infrastructure for monitoring structural health by adding a new sensor node in the network and also defines the higher precision of damage detection [16] . A recent number of papers indicate that the artificial neural network has been considered for monitoring and detection of structural damage. The fault detection system consists of vector of the system as input and desired the fault classification as output. To bring the desired output, the internal structure of the neural network has been modified at presentation of the data level. When the neural network outputs have required properties over the whole training set, this iterative method has removed [17] . The authors believe that, to address the lifetime related problem, the application of the dense and sparse topology sensor network in high-rise building SHM overcomes the monitoring system lifetime related problem.
Approach Description
This section presents the energy model that is used to simulate the dense and sparse topology sensor network as energy model. The analytical and simulation model of the dense sparse topology sensor network is performed using Topology construction protocol and no topology maintenance.
Energy model
It is important to include a model to drain the sensor node energy every time they perform in any action in order to perform the lifetime of the monitoring network. The energy model used to model the node energy consumption is based on Equation 1 and 2, introduced in [18] . Mainly, the above model has been designed on the receiving and transmitting node data.
Where, Tx E is the required transmit signal energy to transmit 1 bit and is the receiver energy to receive same number of bit like. The energy of the electronics component of the radio signal is denoted by and amplifier radio energy is represented by. The second terms present the square area of the transmission range that is achieved by the radio signal. Due to the simplicity of the energy model, it has been frequently used in the WSNs network. It is supposed that, at ideal condition the energy consumption is negligible. The energy model parameters values are summarized in Table 2 . This section presents the development model of the dense and sparse topologies sensor network. Theory of Geometric Random Graphs approach is used to develop both dense and sparse topology sensor network using topology construction protocol. The evaluations model and parameter definition of the dense and sparse topology scenarios for each set of experiments are presented in this section.
Dense topology sensor network model
In dense topology sensor network, the maximum number of each sensor node to all other sensor node is near the total number node use in the network. When each sensor node is directly connected to all other node, the network is called fully connected network. Fig. 1 shows the example of dense topology sensor network for N=9 number of sensor nodes. It has seen that, the below Figure 1 shows the fully connected dense topology sensor network scenario, since all the nodes in the network connect with each other's directly. TGRG approach [19] is used to provide an analytical solution to the communication range problem with high probability (w.h.p.) and produces a connected topology under some consideration. Consider, n is the number of sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in a square area L. The nodes organization is uniformly distributed means all the sensor nodes are equal distance in the monitoring area. The Penrose formula [20] is used to determine the critical transmission range (CTR) value for the dense topology sensor network. The Penrose formula only applies to the dense topology sensor network. The accuracy of the Penrose formula is determined by the Giant Component (GC) test [22] . Table 3 shows the experimental setup of dense topology sensor network. The number of nodes define the density of the monitoring network. Initial CTR defines the initial value of the monitoring network. The CTR step defines the increasing value from the initial CTR. The number of topologies of monitoring network is predefined using topology parameter. The area side of the monitoring network defines the deployment area of the dense network. The giant component is a very wellknown effect to compute the connectivity of the monitoring network. The maximum component, connected topology, average node degree is considered as a giant component of the SHM network. These performance metrics are calculated using a CTR function of the SHM network. 
Lifetime measure of dense and sparse topology sensor network in structural health monitoring Li Table 4 shows the parameters setup for lifetime analysis of sparse topology sensor network. The parameter design value of the sparse topology sensor network describe in the [20] Where, d= 2, 3,…….
Experimental test results
This section presents the experimental test result of the dense and sparse topologies sensor network. Topology construction protocol and no topology maintenance protocol are used to develop both dense and sparse topology sensor network. The evaluation model and parameter definition of the dense and sparse topology scenarios for each set of experiments are presented in this section. Section 4.1 and 4.2 describes the dense and sparse topologies experimental test result for lifetime measurement.
Dense topology test results
In this section, the experiment results related with the dense topology monitoring system is presented to determine the lifetime using topology construction protocol. The comparison results of the EECDS, CDSRule-K, K-neigh, A3 and A3-Cov topology construction protocols are presented with considered performance metrics. In those experiments, the dense topologies sensor network are defined in which the communication radius is calculated based on the CTR formula of Penrose-Santi [20] . The implementation of those protocols were coded and tested using Atarraya tool, which is designed with the purpose of testing topology construction algorithm. Four main performance metrics were utilized to assess the lifetime of dense topology monitoring system: 1). Number of active nodes; 2) number of active nodes reachable from sink; 3) communication section coverage area; 4) sensing coverage area. The first and second metrics shows with preserving network connectivity and coverage, how the topology construction protocol effectively reduce the amount of active node and reachable nodes from sink in the monitoring network. The others two metrics shows how efficiency of the topology construction protocols in terms of communication and sensing coverage area of the monitoring system.
Four sets of experiment are evaluated to define the dense topology monitoring system lifetime in this section. Section 4.4.1 presents the first experiment of the dense topology sensor network with considering number of active node in terms of network transmission time. Section 4.1.2 describes the experiment 2 to define number of active node reachable from sink of the monitoring network. This experiment compare the topology construction protocols result to provide the better topology sensor network and observe how the network behaviour with high density nodes. Section 4.1.3 describes the experiment 3 to define which topology construction protocols offer the better lifetime of the monitoring system in term of communication network coverage area. Sections 7.4 describe the experiment 4 that use the sensing coverage area of the network with considered topology construction protocols those are used for experimental purpose. This experiment observes that how the sensing coverage area of the network behaves with topology construction protocols with high density nodes in term of network transmission time.
Experiment 1-Number of active nodes
The main goal of this experiment is to compare the topology construction algorithm in term of number of active nodes by increasing the transmission time of the network. Those topology construction protocol work based neighbor's node information. Therefore, it is important to measure the performance of topology construction protocol with active number of nodes in the network. As much as possible to keep lower number of active node in the network prolong the network lifetime. A3-Cov topology construction protocol with energy and time based criteria and no topology maintenance at all. The trends are clear regardless of the topology construction algorithm used, K-neigh and A3-Cov improve the lifetime of the monitoring network compared with EECDS and CDS-Rule-K topology construction protocol in term of number of alive nodes performance metrics. The K-neigh approach produce best result with minimum number of active nodes compare to others. This result is expected due to ability to create preliminary version of the K-neigh, and add or removes neighbour nodes to obtain a better approximation to optimal CDS in the network. The conclusion of this experiment is that the K-neigh topology construction protocol approach is the best number of active nodes in the network for monitoring building structural health. In the case of number of active nodes, all protocols provide higher value at initial operation of the monitoring network. The K-neigh protocol improve the number of active nodes that means life time of the network over A3-Cov topology construction protocol that improve the network lifetime until the network dies at 2.8 time units. After that, the number of active nodes in case of CDS-Rule-K protocol degrades the system performance compared with A3 and EECDS protocols. But, the K-neigh protocol result always dominant A3-Cov and K-neigh protocols until the network unavailable. The K-neigh topology construction protocol produced best performance to extend the monitoring system lifetime with preserving coverage area and connectivity.
Experiment 2-Number of reachable nodes from sink
The main goal of this experiment is to compare the results produced by topology recreation protocols in term of number of reachable nodes from sink performance metrics while fixed communication range of nodes 100m and 100 numbers of nodes uniformly distributed in the area of 600m×600m deployment area. This experiment is important to show how much amount of active nodes can be reachable from sink in dense topology and how the resource usage depends on the number of active nodes reachable from sink. In this case, higher number of reachable node is better for coverage area with detection of event of sensor nodes. 4 shows the performance of topology construction protocol technique in dense network in term of number of reachable nodes from sink. The behaviour of higher number of node can be explained by the fact that having more active nodes reachable from the sink consumes more energy because it generates more messages that travel to the sink. Therefore, less number of active node from sink is expected as much as less is the better performance of the topology construction protocols. The A3 protocol improves the lifetime of the network compared with EECDS and CDS-Rule-K. It is observe that, the performance of EECDS protocol continues to be very close with CDS-Rule-K topology construction protocol. The A3-Cov protocol shows the improvement, when EECDS, CDS-Rule-K degrade the system performance compare to A3-Cov. While K-neigh mechanism extend the network lifetime, the A3-Cov provide very close continuously compared with K-neigh. This result is expected due to CDS-Rule-K has ability to connect with minimum number of neighbour set and transmission power.
The conclusion of this experiment is that, the A3 and CDS-Rule-K protocols are the best policy for number of active nodes reachable from sink in monitoring structural health. Result shows that all topology construction protocols need a similar amount of active nodes reachable from sink from 0.5 time units until network vanish. Before time units 0.5 of the network, the number of active nodes reachable from sink of K-neigh protocol is 100% but A3-Cov provides 12%. After that, A3-Cov provides better result of number of reachable nodes from sink compared with K-neigh until the network dies. The behaviour of A3-Cov protocol can be explained by the fact that having more number of active nodes reachable from sink not only consume more energy, but also generate more messages and travel to the sink. It is also important to mention that this experiments is performed to show that the various topology construction protocol have an impact The conclusion of this experiment is that, the A3 topology construction protocol approach is the best communication coverage policy for monitoring area of interest. In the case of communication coverage area, the A3-Cov protocol provides a communication coverage ratio of 100% initial operation of the monitoring network. Although, the K-neigh approach provides 98% ratio of the communication coverage area for monitoring that is 2% smaller than A3-Cov protocol initially. In the performance place, A3 and CDS-Rule-K attain the third and fourth place according to the highest number of sensing gain which are 96% and 94% respectively at the initial operation of the network. The EECDS protocol attain 5 th place about 93% of the communication coverage area initially and after that the result is continue to be very close to the CDS-Rule-K. From 0.5 time units until network die, the A3 protocol provides better result compared with others topology mechanism those are similar result.
Experiment 4-Sensing coverage area
The main goal of this experiment is to compare the experimental result of topology construction algorithm technique in dense topology sensor network in term of sensing coverage area. After executed the topology construction algorithm, the sensing coverage area determines monitoring area interest. To cover deployment area for monitoring structural health, the sensing coverage area is expected as much as greater near to interest area. Therefore, it is necessary to measure how munch sensing area can cover by the topology construction protocol. It is conclude that A3-Cov topology construction protocol approach is the best coverage policy for monitoring structural health. In case of sensing coverage area, the A3-Cov protocol provides a coverage ratio of 28% initial operation of monitoring network. Although, K-neigh approach provides almost 30% ratio of the sensing coverage area which is 2% greater than A3-Cov protocol initially. Between 0 to 0.5 time units, the sensing coverage ratio decay and A3-Cov lead the K-neigh protocol. After decay A3-Cov always dominant until the network dies at 2.8 time units. On the other hand, initially A3 protocol provides 12% sensing coverage ratio and then decreases until the network transmission out. Initially, EECDS and CDS-Rule-K gain same 10% sensing coverage ratio and after that the results continue to be very close with each other until 0.5 time units. From 0.5 to 2.8 time units, the sensing coverage of CDS-Rule-K protocol dominant the EECDS-approach. Between 0.5 to 2.8 transmission times, all protocol provides the similar sensing coverage area and it is hard to define the better topology construction protocol. The trade-off between A3-Cov and K-neigh approaches is very clear: although A3-Cov covers 2% less sensing area than K-neigh initially, after that its exhibit better coverage area compared with K-neigh. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that having more sensing area not only consume more energy, limiting their use for future, but also more energy because of the number of messages generate travel to the sink and usage resources from all nodes in the path. The results show how the A3-Cov topology construction mechanism provide a better sensing coverage area and network lifetime compared with EECDS, K-neigh, A3, CDS-Rule-K.
Lifetime results of sparse topology sensor network
In this section, experiments result related with the lifetime of sparse topology network are presented using topology construction protocols. The comparison results of the EECDS, CDS-Rule-K, K-neigh, A3 and A3-Cov topology construction protocols are presented also. In these experiment, the sparse topology sensor network is define first and the communication radius is calculated based on the CTR formula of Penrose-Santi [20] . Same number of performance metrics are considered to assess the lifetime of the sparse topology sensor network those are: 1). Number of active nodes; 2) number of active nodes reachable from sink; 3) communication coverage area; 4) sensing coverage area.
The four set of experiments are evaluated to define the sparse topology sensor network lifetime. Section 4.2.1 present the first set of experiment which consider the number of active nodes of the monitoring system to determine network lifetime in term of transmission time. Section 4.2.2 describe the experiment 2 that determine how much of active nodes reachable from sink with considering high density network nodes and topology construction protocols. Section 4.2.3 describes the experiment 3 that compare the topology construction protocols result in term of monitoring network coverage area. This experiment observe that which topology offer better monitoring system lifetime in term of communication coverage area. Section 4.2.4 describe the experiment 4 determine the sensing coverage area of the monitoring network with high density network nodes. This experiment observes that how the sensing coverage of the monitoring network behaves with considered topology construction protocols. The sensing coverage area expected always large value as much as possible to near the area of monitoring interest. Lifetime measure of dense and sparse topology sensor network in structural health monitoring Li phase select gateway nodes to connect the independent set.
Experiment 1-Number of active nodes

Figure 7. Network lifetime for number of active nodes
The conclusion of this experiment is that, the K-neigh topology construction protocols approach is the best number of active nodes in the network for monitoring structural health. Although, EECDS topology construction protocol provide higher value compared with other topology construction protocol, due to its message complexity it's not suitable for large area monitoring system. Result shows that all topology construction protocols need a similar amount of active nodes reachable from sink from 0.5 time units to until network dies. Before time units 0.5, the number of active nodes reachable from sink of Kneigh protocol is 100% but A3-Cov provides number of active nodes reachable from sink 85%. After that A3-Cov provides better number of reachable nodes from sink compared with K-neigh until the network dies. The EECDS generate the less number of active nodes consequence of less message complexity. Therefore, conclusion of this experiment is that EECDS protocol is best policy for number of active nodes reachable from sink. The conclusion of this experiment is that the A3-Cov topology construction protocol approach is the best coverage policy for monitoring structural health. In the case of sensing coverage area, the A3-Cov protocol provides a coverage ratio of 27% initial operation of the monitoring network. Although, the K-neigh approach provides 29% ratio of the sensing coverage area for monitoring that is 2% greater than A3-Cov protocol initially. After that, K-neigh sensing coverage area decays and A3-Cove area always dominant until the network dies at 2.8 time units. On the other hand, A3 protocol provides a sensing coverage ratio of 12% initially, and then decays until the network dies at 2.8 time units. Initially, EECDS and CDS-Rule-K gain the sensing coverage ratio 10% and 8% after that the results continue to be decreases until 0.5 time units. From 1 to 2.8 time units, the sensing coverage of EECDS protocol dominant CDS-Rule-K approach. Between the time units 0.5 until 2.8, A3 provide the better topology construction protocol based on this range. It has been conclude that A3 topology construction mechanism provides a better sensing coverage area and network lifetime compared with others topology construction protocol.
Experiment 2-Number of reachable nodes from sink
Experiment 4-Coverage area for sensing
Result Comparison of dense and sparse topology network
In this section, the results of all experiment that related with the lifetime of the WSN monitoring system are compared using considered performance metrics, in both dense and sparse topology sensor network. The life time related experimental results of the dense and sparse topology sensor are compared using topology construction protocols in terms of number of active nodes, number of active node reachable from sink, covered area Lifetime measure of dense and sparse topology sensor network in structural health monitoring Li for communication, covered area sensing using numerical data to more preciously define of protocol performance. To better understand the comparison result of the dense and sparse topology sensor network, Table 6 shows the detail description of the result in terms of number of active nodes reachable from sink. Comparison results show that, the dense topology sensor network exhibit the better results compare to the sparse topology sensor network. Based on average minimum result, the sparse EECDS provides (7.75) better result compared with considered CDS-Rule-K dense topology (8) network construction protocols. The experimental results of both dense and sparse topology sensor network are presented in Table 8 with considering sensing coverage area performance metrics. Results show that, dense K-neigh (8%) protocols demonstrate the better results compare to sparse K-neigh (7.7%) and others considered topology construction protocols. 
Summary and Conclusions
A distributed model has been derived for dense and sparse topology sensor network using critical transmission range formula. The lifetime metrics of the dense and sparse network topology sensor was analyzed using topology construction protocol. The topology construction protocol provides the reliable information to identify the optimum topology construction protocol for monitoring network. Various topology construction protocols were used to identify the better monitoring system. The developed monitoring system was tested using Atarraya java based tool.
Result shows that, the dense topology K-neigh provides the better result in term of number of active nodes compared with others considered dense topology construction protocols. In case of number of active nodes reachable from sink, sparse EECDS topology construction protocol provides the better result compared with other considered protocols. For communication coverage area, dense A3-Cov topology construction protocol better result and it would be a good choice for monitoring structural health. In case of sensing coverage area, dense K-neigh construction protocol proved itself better performance compared with others considered protocols. Finally, it has seen that, the dense topology sensor network is selected as an optimum lifetime topology construction for monitoring structural health compared with K-neigh protocol based on sensing criteria. It is believed that the results presented in this article provide a better understanding of lifetime comparison between dense and sparse topology sensor network in SHM application
